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This paper presents a framework for fuzzy criterion set and fuzzy criterion
dynamic programming which generalizes the tools applicable to an array of fuzzy
decision models, particularly those represented by the generalized reservoir opera-
tion and the stochastic inventory models. The objective is to maximize the expected
fuzzy criterion function of the product of fuzzy criterion sets. We prove certain
properties of the resultant models including existence, uniqueness, and stability
theorems of solutions to this model and show that under the regular hypothesis
assumption, the optimal control is a bounded critical number policy. Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy programming has many real life applications in which the goals,
constraints, and decisionsrcontrol are defined in a fuzzy environment.
Classic examples of such models can be traced to the seminal works of
w x w xBellman and Zadeh 1 and include Kaufmann and Gupta 2 and Zimmer-
w xmann 3 . In each of the foregoing, dynamic programming is known to be a
very powerful control and analysis tool. Penetrating reviews of the devel-
opments in the field of fuzzy dynamic programming as well as an insightful
w xdiscussion of possible extensions are provided by Esogbue and Bellman 4 .
One interesting extension involving decision situations in which the deci-
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sion, constraints, goals, and system dynamics are all fuzzy is treated by
w xBaldwin and Pilsworth 5 .
Let us now consider some problems encountered in studies of inventory
processes and reservoir operations and use them as the leitmotif for our
study. For an inventory system, for example, the management objective is
usually taken as the maximization of benefits or the minimization of costs.
However, in many practical cases, the problem which the manager is
concerned with is not expressible in terms of direct economic benefits;
rather a critical and immediate concern is to operate the inventory system
``as normally as possible,'' whatever that may mean to him. Based on this
w xidea, Odanaka 6 studies the fuzzy inventory control problem and con-
structs a conceptual framework for fuzzy inventory processes in which he
minimizes some membership functions of a fuzzy goal over finite and
w xinfinite stages. Liu 7 , following this lien of reasoning, presents a fuzzy
criterion model for reservoir operations which may be viewed as a special
inventory problem under conditions of uncertain supply and controlled
demand. Here, however, uncertainty is allowed to take on more elastic and
sometimes more realistic definitions other than the strictly probabilistic
interpretations.
In each of the above, dynamic programming is known to be a powerful
and control analysis apparatus. In this paper, we formalize the foregoing
and present a framework for fuzzy criterion set and fuzzy criterion dy-
namic programming which is a general tool for dealing with many decision
and control situations arising in many fields including the stochastic
reservoir operation and stochastic inventory control models of operations
research and engineering. In what follows, the objective is to maximize the
expected fuzzy criterion function of the product of fuzzy criterion sets. We
prove existence, uniqueness, and stability theorems of the derived solu-
tions to this model and show that the resultant optimal control is a
bounded critical number of policy under the usual regular hypothesis
assumptions.
2. FUZZY CRITERION SETS AND FUZZY
CRITERION FUNCTIONS
If X is a collection of elements denoted generally by x then a fuzzy set
A in X is a set of ordered pairs
<A s x , m x x g X , 1 4 .  . .A
 .where m x is called the membership function of x in A. We say that AA
 .is a fuzzy criterion set if A is the set of all satisfactory elements and m xA
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 .is the satisfactory degree of x. For this paper, we call m x the fuzzyA
criterion function.
As in the basic theory of fuzzy sets, we define an a-le¨el set as one of
elements that belong to the fuzzy criterion set A at least to the degree a :
<A s x g X m x G a . 2 4 .  .a A
A fuzzy criterion set A is said to be unimodal if its fuzzy criterion
 .function m x is unimodal.A
We define the following meaningful set operations on the fuzzy criterion
set.
 .The fuzzy criterion function m x of the sum C s A [ B is pointwiseC
defined by
m x s l m x q l m x , x g X , 3 .  .  .  .C 1 A 2 B
where l and l are coefficients of convex combination.1 2
 .  .The fuzzy criterion function m x of the Cartesian product D s A m BD
is pointwise defined by
m x s l m x q l m x , x s x , x g X m X , 4 .  .  .  .  .D 1 A 1 2 B 2 1 2 1 2
where l and l are coefficients of convex combination.1 2
The sum may be understood as the aggregation process of two decision
makers, A and B, and the coefficients l and l are their weights,1 2
respectively. Similarly, the product may be understood as the comprehen-
sive evaluation on the cartesian product of sets A and B, while the
coefficients l and l represent the relative importance of sets A and B,1 2
respectively.
Moreover, let A , A , . . . , A be fuzzy criterion sets in X. The sum1 2 n
A s A [ A [ ??? [ A is then a fuzzy criterion set in X with the fuzzy1 2 n
criterion function
m x s l m x q l m x q ??? ql m x , x g X , 5 .  .  .  .  .A 1 A 2 A n A1 2 n
where l , l , . . . , l are coefficients of convex combination. Let1 2 n
A , A , . . . , A be fuzzy criterion sets in X , X , . . . , X , respectively. The1 2 n 1 2 n
product A s A m A m ??? m A is then a fuzzy criterion set in the1 2 n
product space X m X m ??? m X with the fuzzy criterion function1 2 n
m x s l m x q l m x q ??? ql m x , 6 .  .  .  .  .A 1 A 1 2 A 2 n A n1 2 n
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 .where x s x , x , . . . , x , x g X , and l , l , . . . , l are coefficients of1 2 n i i 1 2 n
convex combination. If there is a stochastic perturbation j in the fuzzy
criterion set A, then the expected fuzzy criterion function is defined by
m x , j dF j , 7 .  .  .H
R
where F is the distribution of j .
3. FUZZY CRITERION DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
Let us consider an inventory system. If the demand must be satisfied
regardless of the physical constraints of the warehouse or reservoir, then
the state of the system can be described by the imaginary inventory level.
When the imaginary inventory level is less than the dead inventory level
 .dead storage , the demand is not fulfilled, and the difference represents
the shortage quantity; when the imaginary inventory level is larger than
the largest physical storage, the amount exceeds the capacity of the
warehouse or reservoir, and the difference represents the degree of
exceeding the flood level. Usually, there exists a best state at which we
define the value of fuzzy criterion as 1. When the inventory level deviates
from the best state, the fuzzy criterion value decreases. Thus, the set of all
satisfactory states is a fuzzy criterion set whose fuzzy criterion function is
the satisfactory degree of elements.
For a given N-stage decision process, inventory control, or reservoir
operation, let A , A , . . . , A be fuzzy criterion sets of satisfactory states1 2 N
with fuzzy criterion functions m , m , . . . , m at stages 1, 2, . . . , N, respec-1 2 N
tively, on the real line R. Assume that l , l , . . . , l are coefficients of1 2 N
convex combination representing the relative importance among A , A ,1 2
. . . , A . Let x , d , and j be the state, decision, and stochastic value,N i i i
respectively, at stage i, then the state transition equation has the form
x s x q d q j , i s 1, 2, . . . , N. 8 .iq1 i i i
Our problem is then to control this system such that the states over all
stages are satisfactory; i.e., at the stage n, the objective is to maximize the
expected fuzzy criterion function of the product A m A m ??? m A .n nq1 N
Based on the fuzzy criterion set operations, the expected fuzzy criterion
function J of product A m A m ??? m A isn n nq1 N
N
n.J x; d s g m x q d q j dF j , 9 .  .  .  . Hn i i i i i i i
Risn
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where x is a state vector, d is a decision vector, and
lin.g s . 10 .i l q l q ??? qln nq1 N
For the quantities d and j , positivity implies that it is an input, negativityi i
implies that it is an output. We also mention that g n., g n. , : ??? : g n. aren nq1 N
simply coefficients of convex combination and g n. : g n. : ??? : g n. sn nq1 N
l : l : ??? : l .n nq1 N
Let us now introduce the fuzzy criterion dynamic programming model
 .associated with problem 9 as
¡f x s sup L x q d .  .N N
dgDN
~
f x s sup u L x q d q 1 y u f x q d q j dF j .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn¢
n F N y 1,
11 .
where
L y s m y q j dF j , 12 .  .  .  .Hn n n
R
n. w xand u s g , D s q , Q is a set of feasible policies, q and Q are notn n n n n n n
necessarily finite and positive.
We also make the following assumptions:
 .A The quantities j , j , . . . , j are independent stochastic vari-1 1 2 N
< <ables with distributions F , F , . . . , F , respectively, and E j - q`,1 2 N i
where E denotes the expected value operator.
 .  .A The fuzzy criterion function m x of fuzzy criterion sets A :2 i i
w x  .R ª 0, 1 are continuous almost everywhere for all i, and lim m xx ª "` i
s 0.
 .A At least one of the following conditions holds:3
 .i m are continuous functions for all i;i
 .ii F are continuous distributions for all i.i
Additionally, we mention the following facts:
 . q ya When D s R and the support of the distribution F is R ,n n
 .Eq. 11 is a standard inventory model. In this case, the control is to order
commodities from outside and the stochastic variables are quantities of
demand.
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 . yb When D is a closed interval on R and the support of then
q  .distribution F is R , Eq. 11 is a reservoir operation model. Meanwhile,n
the control is to release water from the reservoir and the stochastic
variables are quantities of inflow.
 .  .c f x is the expected fuzzy criterion function of the productn
A m A m ??? m A in Euclidean space R Nynq1 for any n.n nq1 N
4. THE BASIC THEOREM
We first consider the convolution operator
H y s h y q j dF j , 13 .  .  .  .H
R
where h is an integrable and bounded functional.
 .Usually, the functional H y is not necessarily continuous, but we have
the following result.
LEMMA 1. If h is a measurable bounded functional which can ha¨e at
most a countable number of discontinuities, then so is H. In particular, H is a
continuous functional if at least one of the following conditions holds:
 .i h is a continuous functional;
 .ii F is a continuous distribution.
Proof. Since h is an integrable and bounded functional, H is well
defined.
A distribution F must be a monotone nondecreasing function; it is well
known that a nondecreasing function F can have at most a countable
 4 cnumber of jump discontinuities. Let z be the discontinuity set and R bej
the continuity part of F. Thus, we have
`
H y s h y q j dF j q a h y q z , 14 .  .  .  .  .H j j
cR js1
where a is the mass of the distribution F at point z .j j
It is obvious that Rc is a measurable set. On the other hand, h is
continuous except in at most a countable set on R. Thus, we know that the
 . ccountable set of discontinuities of h y q j on R is a set of probability
 .measure 0. For any given y in R, we therefore have that h y q j tends0
 . cto h y q j pointwise, almost everywhere on R as y tends to y . It0 0
< < follows from h F M noticing that the bound M is an integrable func-
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.tional in a probability space and Lebesgue dominated convergence theo-
rem that
lim h y q j dF j s h y q j dF j ; 15 .  .  .  .  .H H 0
c cyªy R R0
 .  .cthat is, the part H h y q j dF j is a continuous functional of y.R
 .Since h y q z are continuous except in at most a countable set, so isj
`  .  . a h y q z . Hence the sum H y is continuous except in at most ajs1 j j
countable set.
 .  .Finally, if at least one of the conditions i and ii holds, then the set of
discontinuities of h in R is of probability measure 0. Hence the continuity.
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. Assume A , A , and A for all stages, then the1 2 3
 .dynamic programming equation 11 defines a sequence of continuous func-
Ã  .tions. Moreo¨er, there exists a Borel function d x such that the supremumn
 .in 11 is attained for any x if D can be restricted to a compact set for any n.n
 .  .Proof. First, we know that L y is continuous by assumption A andn 3
Lemma 1.
 .At stage N, it is easy to show that f x is continuous and there exists aN
Ã Ã .  .   ..Borel function d x such that f x s L x q d x , from a classicaln N N N
selection theorem, since we can restrict the feasible set D on a compactN
set.
For stage n q 1, we suppose that f is continuous and there exists anq1
Ã  .Borel function d x such that the supremum is attained by induction.nq1
Next, we consider stage n. Since f is continuous, we know thatnq1
 .  .H f x q d q j dF j is continuous, and similarly the bracketed termR nq1 n
of the equation. A similar argument can prove that f possesses the samen
properties.
 .Remark. Since the supremum in dynamic programming equation 11 is
 .attained for any x, the supremum can be replaced by the maximum in 11
 .  .  .under assumptions A , A , and A .1 2 3
5. INFINITE HORIZON PROBLEM
We consider the infinite horizon problem, which is to maximize
`
n.J x; d s g m x q d q j dF j , 16 .  .  .  . Hn i i i i i i i
Risn
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n.  .where g s l r l q l q ??? and l q l q ??? s 1. Then the dy-i i n nq1 1 2
 .namic programming equation associated with problem 16 can be written
as
f x s sup u L x q d q 1 y u f x q d q j dF j , .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
17 .
where u s g n.. In this section, we will suppose that all l ) 0. Thisn n i
implies that
0 - u - 1, ;n. 18 .n
We wish to establish existence and uniqueness theorems for the solution
 .to 17 . We first propose the following lemma.
 .  .  .LEMMA 2. Assume A , A , and A for all stages, then the relations1 2 3
W x s u L x q d q 1 y u W x q d q j dF j 19 .  .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n n nq1 n n
R
define a bounded sequence of continuous functions. Moreo¨er, W is explicitlyn
defined by
`
n.W x s g L x q d q ??? qd , 20 .  .  .n i n , i n i
isn
where
L y s ??? m y q j q ??? qj dF j ??? dF j 21 .  .  .  .  .H Hn , i i n i n n i i
R R
and d are any gi¨ en feasible policies in D , respecti¨ ely.n n
 .Proof. First, we check to ensure that the right-hand side of 20 is well
 .defined. Indeed, by L y F 1 for any y, we haven, i
` `
n. n.g L x q d q ??? qd F g s 1, 22 .  . i n , i n i i
isn isn
` n.  .which proves that  g L x q d q ??? qd converges uniformly toisn i n, i n i
 .  .W x by Weierstrass test. Moreover, since L y are continuous byn n, i
 .  .   .4assumption A , so is W x . Clearly, it is clear that the sequence W x3 n n
 .has an upper bound 1 by 22 .
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 .  .Let us prove that W , as defined by 20 , is a solution of 19 . We haven
`
n.W x s g L x q d q ??? qd .  .n i n , i n i
isn
`
n. n.s g L x q d q g L x q d q ??? qd .  .n n , n n i n , i n i
isnq1
s g n.L x q d q 1 y g n. .  .n n n n
=
`
nq1.g L x q d q ??? qd q j dF j .  .H i nq1, i n i n
R isnq1
s u L x q d q 1 y u W x q d q j dF j ; .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n n
R
 .that is, W is a solution of 19 .n
We will also need the following lemma.
LEMMA 3. Consider
t p s sup u h p , d q 1 y u f p , d, r dF r 23 .  .  .  .  .  .H 5
RdgD
and
T p s sup u H p , d q 1 y u F p , d , r dF r , 24 .  .  .  .  .  .H 5
RdgD
where F is a probability measure, h, H, f , and F are integrable and bounded
and 0 F u F 1. Then, for any gi¨ en p and e ) 0, there exists a point d0 g D
such that
< < < 0 0 <t p y T p F u h p , d y H p , d .  .  .  .
< 0 0 <q 1 y u f p , d , r y F p , d , r dF r q e . .  . .  .H
R
25 .
 .  . 1 2Proof. By 23 and 24 we know that there exist d and d such that
u h p , d1 q 1 y u f p , d1 , r dF r G t p y e , .  .  . .  .H
R
u H p , d2 q 1 y u F p , d2 , r dF r G T p y e . .  .  . .  .H
R
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Certainly, we also have
t p G u h p , d2 q 1 y u f p , d2 , r dF r , .  .  . .  .H
R
T p G u H p , d1 q 1 y u F p , d1 , r dF r . .  .  . .  .H
R
Combining the above four inequalities, we obtain
< 1 1 <t p y T p F u h p , d y H p , d .  .  .  .
< 1 1 <q 1 y u f p , d , r y F p , d , r dF r q e , .  . .  .H
R
< 2 2 <T p y t p F u h p , d y H p , d .  .  .  .
< 2 2 <q 1 y u f p , d , r y F p , d , r dF r q e . .  . .  .H
R
We can choose one from d1 and d2, say d0, such that
< < < 0 0 <t p y T p F u h p , d y H p , d .  .  .  .
< 0 0 <q 1 y u f p , d , r y F p , d , r dF r q e . .  . .  .H
R
Hence the result.
 .The existence theorem of solution to 17 is stated as follows.
THEOREM 2. We consider
¡ 0W x s W x .  .n n
kq1W x .n~ 26 .
ks sup u L x q d q 1 y u W x q d q j dF j . .  .  .  .Hn n n nq1 n 5¢ RdgDn
Then we ha¨e
W kq1 G W k , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 27 .n n
and
W k ­W U . 28 .n n
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U  .  .Moreo¨er, the limit W x is a continuous bounded solution to 17 if wen
 .  .  .assume A , A , and A .1 2 3
Proof. We have, for the given policy d g D ,n n
W 1 x s sup u L x q d q 1 y u W 0 x q d q j dF j .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
G u L x q d q 1 y u W 0 x q d q j dF j .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n n
R
s W 0 x . .n
We suppose that
W k x G W ky1 x .  .n n
by induction. Then, we have
W kq1 x s sup u L x q d q 1 y u W k x q d q j dF j .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
G sup u L xqd q 1yu W ky1 xqdqj dF j .  .  .  .Hn n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
sW k x . .n
 .So 27 is proved.
  .4We have proved that W x is a bounded sequence with upper bound 1n
in Lemma 2. We will prove the inequality
ky1k ky1< <W x y W x F 1 y u , ;n , k . 29 .  .  .  .n n n
First, we have
W 1 x s sup u L x q d .  .n n n
dgDn
q 1 y u W 0 x q d q j dF j F 1. .  .  .Hn nq1 n 5
R
So we obtain
01 0< <W x y W x F 1 s 1 y u , ;n. .  .  .n n n
 .For any k, we suppose that 29 holds by induction.
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For k q 1, by Lemma 3, there exists a point y s x q d0 such that
< kq1 k <W x y W x .  .n n
< <F u L y y L y .  .n n n
< k ky1 <q 1 y u W y q j y W y q j dF j .  .  .  .Hn nq1 nq1 n
R
ky1F 1 y u ? 1 y u .  .n n
ks 1 y u . .n
 .So 29 is proved.
`  .kWe mention that  1 y u is convergent since 0 - u - 1 fromks1 n n
 .  k .418 . By Weierstrass test, we know that the sequence W x convergesn
U  .  .uniformly to W x which also has an upper bound 1. By assumption A ,n 3
 k .4it is easy to show that W x is a sequence of continuous functions, son
U  .W x is continuous.n
U  .  k .4Finally, we show that the limit W x of the sequence of W x is an n
 .solution of 17 . We have
W kq1 x s sup u L x q d q 1 y u W k x q d q j dF j .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
F sup u L x q d q 1 y u W U x q d q j dF j .  .  .  .Hn n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
for any k, so we obtain
W U x F sup u L x q d q 1 y u W U x q d q j dF j . .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
30 .
On the other hand, we have
s sup u L x q d q 1 y u W k x q d q j dF j .  .  .  .Hn n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
for any k; therefore
W U x G sup u L x q d q 1 y u W U x q d q j dF j . .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
31 .
U .  .  .It follows from 30 and 31 that W is a solution of 17 .n
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The uniqueness theorem is given as follows.
 .  .  .THEOREM 3. Assume A , A , A for all stages, then there is one,1 2 3
 .and only one, bounded solution to 17 .
 4  .Proof. Let F be another bounded sequence of solutions to 17 , thenn
for any given e ) 0 and x, by Lemma 3, there exists a point y s x q d0
such that
< <f x y F x .  .n n
< <F u L y y L y .  .n n n
1
< <q 1 y u f y q j y F y q j dF j q e .  .  .  .Hn nq1 nq1 n 2R
1
< <s 1 y u f y q j y F y q x dF j q e . .  .  .  .Hn nq1 nq1 i n 2R
It is obvious that there exists a point y such thatnq1
1< < < <f x y F x F 1 y u f y y F y q e . .  .  .  .  .n n n nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 2
Similarly, for y , there exists y such thatnq1 nq2
1< < < <f y y F y F 1 y u f y y F y q e . .  .  .  .  .nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq2 nq2 nq2 nq2 4
Hence we have
< < < <f x y F x F 1 y u 1 y u f y y F y .  .  .  .  .  .n n n nq1 nq2 nq2 nq2 nq2
1 1q q e . .2 4
In general, we have
nqNy1
< < < <f x y F x F 1 y u f y y F y .  .  .  .  .n n i nqN nqN nqN nqN
isn
N 1
q e . i2is1
 4  4But f and F are two bounded sequences of functions, and from then n
nqNy1 .definition of u it is easy to prove that lim  1 y u s 0, so letn nª` isn i
N ª q` and e ª 0, we obtain
< <f x y F x s 0. .  .n n
The uniqueness is proved.
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6. STABILITY THEOREM
In the theory of functional equations, an interesting problem is the
stability of solutions.
We set
5 5 < <m s sup m p q e dF j . .  .F H 5
Rp
It is obvious that
5 5 < <m F sup m p . .F
p
 4  4Now, let m be another sequence of fuzzy criterion functions and FÄn n
 .be the corresponding solutions to 11 . Then we have the following stability
theorem.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 4. We consider model 11 and assume A , A , and A1 2 3
for all stages, then
N
< < 5 5f x y F x F m y m , ; x . 32 .  .  .Ä Fn n i i i
isn
Ä  .  .  .Proof. We write L y s H m y q j dF j . Let x and e ) 0 beÄn R n n
given, by Lemma 3, there exists d0 such that
0 Ä 0< < < <f x y F x F L x q d y L x q d q e .  .  .  .N N N N
< 0 0 <F m x q d q j y m x q d q j dF j q e . .  .ÄH N N N
R
5 5F m y m q e .Ä FN N N
Let e ª 0, we have
< < 5 5f x y F x F m y m . .  . Ä FN N N N N
We suppose that
N
< < 5 5f x y F x F m y m .  . Ä Fn n i i i
isn
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by induction. Then for stage n y 1, there exists y s x q d0 such that
< <f x y F x .  .ny1 ny1
Ä< <F u L y y L y .  .ny1 ny1 ny1
< <q 1 y u f y q j y F y q j dF j q e .  .  .  .Hny1 n n ny1
R
N
5 5 5 5F u m y m q 1 y u m y m q e .Ä ÄF Fny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 i iny 1 i
isn
N
5 5F m y m q e .Ä Fi i i
isny1
Letting e ª 0, we obtain the result.
7. OPTIMAL CONTROL POLICY
In this section, we will give the operating characteristics of the resultant
control policy.
Convolution transformation is an important operator. One important
problem is to know whether the property of unimodality is preserved under
the operation of convolution.
Now let f and g be two functions, then the convolution f ) g of f and g
is given by
f ) g x s f x q y g y dy. .  .  .H
R
Since the convolution of unimodal functions is, in general, not unimodal,
w xIbragimov 8 called a function g strongly unimodal if the convolution f ) g
is unimodal for every unimodal f and proved that a nondegenerate density
function is strongly unimodal if and only if it is logconcave.1
The Ibragimov characterization of strong unimodality enables us to
identify several standard distributions that are strongly unimodal. Some of
these are:
 .i the normal distribution;
 .  .ii the uniform distribution on interval a, b ;
 .iii the gamma distribution with shape parameters p G 0;
1 A nonnegative function g is called logconcave if log g is concave.
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 .  .iv the beta distribution with parameters p, q with p G 1 and
q G 1;
 .v The Pearson-III distribution.
 .LEMMA 4. Let f x be a unimodal function about a mode ¨ on R, then
we ha¨e
¡f x q q , ¨ y q - x .~ f ¨ , ¨ y Q F x F ¨ y q .h x s sup f x q d s .  .
dgD ¢f x q Q , x - ¨ y Q, .
 .and h x is also unimodal. Moreo¨er,
w x¨ y Q, ¨ y q ; O,
w xwhere O is the set of modes of h, D s q, Q and q and Q are not necessarily
finite and positi¨ e.
Proof. The proof is immediate.
Next, we consider the fuzzy criterion function m which is unimodaln
U  .about a mode x . When the return f y is unimodal, we propose then nq1
following hypothesis.
REGULAR HYPOTHESIS. For any n, the mode
xUn
is constrained as
xU g O ,n nq1
where O is the set of modes of f .nq1 nq1
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The regular hypothesis means that the most satisfactory point at the
current stage should lie on the set of modes of the return at the successive
stage; in other words, it should be a beneficial initial state of the next
stage.
 .THEOREM 5. Assume that a all fuzzy criterion functions are unimodal;
 .  .b all distributions are strongly unimodal; and c the regular hypothesis
holds, then, for any n, the optimal control is a bounded critical number policy,
i.e.,
q , x y q - x¡ n n n~x y x , x y Q F x F x y qd x s 33 .  .n n n n nn ¢Q , x F x y Q ,n n n
 .where the critical number x is a mode of F y .n n
Proof. For the stage N, we have
f x s sup L x q d s sup m x q d q j dF j . .  .  .  .HN N N N
RdgD dgDN N
 .  .From the assumptions a and b , we know that
F y s m y q d dF j 34 .  .  .  .HN N N
R
is a unimodal function. Moreover, by Lemma 4, we obtain
¡F x q q , x y q - x .N N N N~F x , x y Q F x F x y q .f x s 35 .  .N N N N N NN ¢F x q Q , x - x y Q , .N N N N
 .where x is a mode of F y . And the optimal control policy has the formN N
 .33 .
 . w xIt is clear that f x is unimodal and x y Q , x y q ; O .N N N N N N
For any n, we suppose that f possesses the following properties bynq1
induction.
 .  .i f x is unimodal about a set of modes O ;nq1 nq1
 .ii The optimal control is a bounded critical number policy.
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Next we consider the stage n, we have
f x s sup u L x q d q 1 y u f x q d q j dF j .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n 5
RdgDn
s sup u m x q d q j .H n n
RdgDn
q 1 y u f x q d q j dF j . .  .  .n nq1 n 5
 .  .  .By the regular hypothesis, we know that u m y q 1 y u f y isn n n nq1
unimodal since m and f have the same mode. It follows from then nq1
strong unimodality of the distribution that
F y s u m y q j q 1 y u f y q j dF j .  .  .  .  .Hn n n n nq1 n
R
is unimodal.
A similar argument will prove that the function f possesses the aboven
two properties.
The theorem is proved by an induction method.
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first presented the concept of fuzzy criterion set and
defined two types of set operations, sum and product. A fuzzy criterion
dynamic programming was then established on the fuzzy criterion sets.
Finally, we proved the existence, uniqueness, and stability theorems of
solutions to this model and showed that the optimal control is a bounded
critical number policy under the regular hypothesis. Fuzzy criterion dy-
namic programming is an extension of the classical fuzzy dynamic pro-
gramming model to more relaxed and operationally induced decision and
control situations and thus more useful especially in multicriteria decision
making.
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